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C o m m e n t

by Elliott Schwartz

I’ve been fascinated by concertos ever since I was a teenage piano student—dazzled by 
the tchaikovsky and Grieg piano concertos with the virtuoso soloist placed directly in the 
spotlight for maximum one-against-all “heroic” affect. a decade or so later, however, I had 
become interested in alternative models: the neo-baroque interplay of different weights 
and balances, the anti-heroic placement of a soloist within complex textures (lower-
ing the spotlight), and possibilities for highlighting the theatrical/spatial dimensions so 
integral to the entire concerto enterprise. the brandenburg second, bartok’s music for 
strings, Percussion and Celesta and Ives’ Unanswered Question are closer to my current 
concerto-thinking than the liszt or Chopin I loved as a boy. 

my six chamber concertos—the first two composed in 1976 and the last in 2007—can be 
heard, therefore, as a fusion of solo concerto and concerto grosso. they also reflect my 
responses to larger textural issues—the simultaneous layering of disparate narratives (akin 
to multiple exposures in photography), and the interweaving of stylistic  cross-references. 
on both counts, I’ve been influenced by a number of other composers—Ives, ravel, and 
mahler in particular—who can switch stylistic gears with ease. (I was also lucky enough 
to hear major bolcom, rochberg, and Crumb works at their premiere performances on the 
bowdoin campus.) my own music attempts a similar synthesis of languages, very often 
an overlay of non-functional triadic harmony, romantic chromaticism, and the angular, 
modernist language of the twentieth century. the resultant fabric might be perceived as 
a kind of time warp.
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In recent years, I’ve also become drawn to the use of collage and quotation, another sort 
of time travel, using fragments of pre-existing music as compositional springboards. 
snippets of these found-sound passages are frequently combined to form tone-rows, 
which in turn generate melodic lines, chords, and rapid, busy figurations. the quoted 
materials may also rise to the surface, Ives-like, in reasonably recognizable shapes. 

In each of the concertos, these concerns converge. there is a decided theatrical focus to 
three of them: for the double bass concerto, members of the orchestra must leave their 
seats, walk to the percussion section and beat quietly on drums; the saxophone soloist 
of the fourth concerto changes location frequently, joining various sub-sections of the 
ensemble; in the sixth (violin) concerto, the flutist walks to the harpsichord, engaging in a 
duet spatially separated from the rest of the orchestra. 

eclectic overlay of style and reference to pre-existing music informs the texture of all six 
works. homages to tchaikovsky and sibelius dominate the first (double bass) concerto, 
and aspects of the second (clarinet) concerto are meant to evoke memories of mahler and 
brahms. the third (piano) concerto grew out of an obsession with repeated-note figura-
tions and decorations, but evolved into an extended “essay” on ralph Vaughan williams, 
the subject of my doctoral thesis. (a phrase from the rVw two-piano concerto puts in a 
brief appearance.) this concerto’s subtitle Another view is quite literal; for this recording, 
and for the bmop performance that preceded it, I took a long look at my 1977 score, pulled 
it apart and reconstructed it. 

I began work on the fourth (saxophone) concerto in 1980, after hearing a lecture on the 
music of michael tippett, and so decided to start my piece with what seemed—at the 
time—the densest imaginable fabric: five separate musical motives stated simultane-
ously. as the texture unravels, each of the motives becomes an individual element in the 
overall narrative. the initial impetus for the bassoon concerto, sub-titled Water music, 
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while the soloist is walking; piano and bassoon cadenzas are mere asides, rather than 
soliloquies. In this regard, as in many others, these six works can be thought of as differ-
ent strategies for dealing with the “concerto” principle—six variations, not on a theme, 
but on a genre.

is the signature tune for a long-defunct bbC murder-mystery series. It surfaces only 
twice, each time as a throwaway line, but its intervals control the whole. the sub-title is 
a dedication to the memory of bassoonist william waterhouse, who first performed the 
work. he might not recognize it today, however, as it has been thoroughly revised for this 
recording. 

the sixth (violin) concerto, sub-titled mr. jefferson, presents the heaviest textural multi-
layering and the highest level of collage-quotation. Inspired by the figure of thomas 
Jefferson (next to einstein, history’s most distinguished amateur violinist), the work can 
be heard as a programmatic tone poem in five connected sections, celebrating Jefferson 
as inventor, violinist, gardener, lover, and the subject of the Gilbert stuart portrait, which 
hangs in the bowdoin College museum of art. the musical spelling of his name, especially 
the eFFe of Jefferson, runs through the entire work. In the second section, violin and 
harpsichord introduce fragments of music (by Vivaldi and Corelli, among others), which tJ 
kept in his library. the fourth section, which recalls Jefferson’s intense relationship with 
composer-flutist maria Cosway during his ambassadorship in paris, brings flute and harp-
sichord together in fragments of Cosway’s own music. these passages are set against an 
increasingly chromatic fabric using Jefferson’s spelling, the letters of Cosway’s name, the 
spelling of my own name, and the names of young women who’ve attracted my own fancy 
over the years (beginning with high school girl friends and, of course, including my wife)! 
Finally, during the concluding “portrait” section, as earlier motives are brought back, two 
patriotic revolutionary war songs rise to the surface. 

It’s worth noting that the Jefferson concerto has no cadenza (unless one counts the vio-
lin-harpsichord sampling of virtuoso baroque passages, always in danger of being buried 
by the orchestra). In fact, cadenzas—often the focal point of romantic-heroic concer-
tos—are treated rather oddly here. In the double bass and clarinet concertos, they are 
set against pianissimo “commentary” from the ensemble; the saxophone cadenza occurs 
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by Stephen Guy Soderberg

the six chamber concertos of elliott schwartz collected here were composed and revised 
over a period of 30 years. each of these works is as distinctive as the solo instrument and 
ensemble it was written for. but, despite the individual characters of the instruments and 
the wide span of time separating these works, there is a consistency uniting all of them 
that is quite remarkable. so before commenting briefly on unique facets of each work, it 
will be most interesting to concentrate on two of the primary reasons for this consistency.

First, with virtually all of elliott schwartz’s music, one concept that continually arises is 
that of “collage.” schwartz himself often uses the word when speaking about his own 
music.

Collage (from the Greek word kolla or “glue”) suggests patchwork, collection, and hodge-
podge. It is commonly applied to the work of some visual artists, and so carries with it 
the idea of pasting bits of paper and cloth on two-dimensional surfaces. this usage then 
suggests pasting together musical objects (tunes, fragments, quotations from other 
works) to form a kind of medley of potentially recognizable fragments. danish composer 
karl aage rasmussen gives one of the principal contemporary justifications for musical 
collage:

[m]aterials are not infinite (a mysterious counterpoint to exactly the same realiza-
tion in many other areas of life)…. maybe it is possible by experimental condens-
ing and combining to discover commonly shared experiences and communications 
in the language of music. not concentrating on its atoms (notes, etc.) but on its 
molecules. and thus construct new patterns or “patchworks” of musical meanings.

n o t e s

rasmussen reminds us that “composition” means a “composing” or putting together of 
materials. In an elementary sense, composition is collage. his use of the word “coun-
terpoint” here is also telling. once we go beyond the idea that the “points”—the atoms, 
the fundamental building blocks of the musical universe—must be only single notes, we 
realize that there can be more than one dimension to musical collage. musical quotations 
drawn from other sources, for example, need not be strung together consecutively, but 
may overlap, creating consonance and dissonance at a new level—confusing, enriching, 
leaving new meanings in their wake.

and thus we arrive at the “deep collage” of elliott schwartz who has described the over-
all language of his music not only in terms of significant quotation, but also as a “jux-
taposition of tonal and non-tonal elements, as well as tightly synchronized and freely 
uncoordinated textures, as part of a highly eclectic amalgam.”  Introduction of this much 
more subtle form implies that schwartz’s collage technique will rarely, if ever, present 
the listener superficially with a string of tunes, fragments, and harmonies to recognize. 
recognition may be a part of the listening experience, but this is more of a gestalt: an 
organized musical experience having properties that cannot be derived from the summa-
tion of its component parts. a “deep collage” suggests, at most—it doesn’t hit the listener 
in the face (or ear). It will not draw attention to its sources. what happens in the collage 
of elliott schwartz is an occasional—at peak moments—surprise of recognition. For this 
reason, we will not discuss the specific collage sources in each work in any detail here— 
that would spoil the surprise.

a second important element unifying schwartz’s music is what is often called “frame 
notation.” like collage, frame notation permeates literally all of his works. It may seem 
surprising to have a technical “workshop” issue such as music notation make an appear-
ance here, since these matters are generally left to the composer and performers. but in 
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this case the notation itself affects the resulting performance, making it of interest to the 
listener as well.

Frame notation produces a kind of “controlled improvisation.” For a given instrumental 
part in the score, notes are placed within a box or frame along with varying degrees of spe-
cific instruction as to how material within the frame is to be played and how often it is to 
be repeated, if at all. the result is often a “cloud” of notes or more complex sound events 
that express a particular sonority, especially when several of these frames coincide.

the initial reaction of someone unfamiliar with this technique is that it must result in 
chaos. In fact, this does not happen, since pitch content within the frames is usually 
strictly controlled. on the one hand, it can produce random effects such as the “stochas-
tic” passages in the music of Iannis Xenakis. on the other, it is related to jazz improvisa-
tion where scale content, chord progressions, and centonization formulas strictly control 
the performer’s freedom. but most interesting, like quotation and collage, frame notation 
is not an invention of the twentieth century; it has historical precedents as well.

one of the techniques of the baroque era was to write a progression of chords and, in 
effect, allow the performer to play any notes of these chords in any order they wished—
but controlled by a strict set of performance conventions. one example is the “thorough 
bass.” often the harpsichord would be given no more than a bass line and numbers under 
the notes—a code to indicate what notes could be improvised above the bass notes. and 
many times a composer would simply write a chord progression for a solo part and expect 
the performer, again, to improvise from the chords given. such is the case, for example, in 
the famous bach Chaconne. most listeners don’t realize that the original manuscript indi-
cates that much of the music can be performed differently than we have come to expect 
from modern performances; bach gave the chords and left the performer to choose pre-
cisely how they should be arpeggiated.

elliott schwartz has always been on the edge of challenging our notions of the origin 
and ultimate “propriety” of music’s sources, bidding us to re-examine our perception of 
objects and ideas, both obvious and subtle, in our daily experience. 

I will not attempt to give any sort of listening guide to each work here, but will instead pick 
out one or two distinctive features of each work that might give the listener a vantage 
point from which each might be explored with repeated listenings. It is best here, as with 
most music, to simply indicate one of the several available ways “in” to each piece, recall-
ing that the above comments about collage and the effects of frame notation apply to all 
of these works.

[1] Chamber Concerto I was composed in 1976 and premiered at the Chamber music 
Conference of the east with soloist bertram turetzky, double bass. the work is scored for 
solo double bass and chamber orchestra.

this work contains an example of a “performance ritual”—a visual aspect present in the 
live performance that will not be obvious in the recording, but still might be imagined 
while listening. an “event” takes place twice during the performance, once at about the 
4½-minute mark, and again at about 10 minutes (lasting to the end). ensemble perform-
ers gradually and quietly get up from their seats and walk back to join the percussion 
players at the rear of the stage, pick up various percussion instruments, and then maintain 
unsynchronized, steady beats while the solo double bass plays a quiet but somewhat 
fitful cadenza.

[2] Chamber Concerto II was composed in 1976 and premiered by the university of 
Illinois Chamber players with paul zonn, clarinet, and edwin london, conductor. the work 
is scored for solo clarinet and nine players.
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this wonderful little concerto (the shortest of the six represented here) might remind 
the listener of an old story with an updated ending. the delightfully puckish clarinet 
in this work is ultimately subdued by a passing funeral. this story might be titled, “till 
eulenspiegel in new orleans.”

[3] Chamber Concerto III: Another View was composed in 1977 and premiered by 
the saint paul Chamber orchestra with dwight peltzer, piano, and william mcGlaughlin, 
conductor. the work was revised in 2007 and premiered by the boston modern orchestra 
project with nina Ferrigno, piano, and Gil rose, conductor. the work is scored for solo 
piano and chamber orchestra.

the salient feature of this concerto comes from a kind of centrifugal technique at the 
core of its composition: the work derives all its material from the idea of single pitches 
being “extended” through repetition, turns, trills, mordents, and so on through much more 
complex melodic decoration and extension. 

[4] Chamber Concerto IV was composed from 1980–81 and premiered at the bowling 
Green new music Festival, featuring John sampen, saxophone. the work is scored for 
solo saxophone and ten players.

as with Chamber Concerto I, this concerto has an important performance ritual that can 
only be imagined while listening to the Cd. the stage is set up with three string play-
ers and three percussionists at far left-rear and far right-rear. the two clarinets and two 
brass (a trumpet and a trombone) are seated toward center stage rear with empty chairs 
reserved for the soloist. the soloist begins performing on the alto saxophone in the tra-
ditional position of a soloist beside the conductor. about 3½ minutes into the piece, the 
soloist walks back, picks up the soprano saxophone, and takes a seat with the clarinets. 
having returned to the soloist position again (and playing the alto sax) next to the con-

ductor, at about 8 minutes the soloist walks back to take up the soprano sax again, but 
this time sits with the trumpet and trombone. the idea (musically and visually) takes 
metaphorical advantage of the dual nature of the saxophone as both a reed and a brass 
instrument.

[5] Chamber Concerto V: Water Music was composed in 1991 and premiered by de 
Ijsbreker (amsterdam, the netherlands) with william waterhouse, bassoon. the work 
was revised from 2006–07 and premiered by the boston modern orchestra project with 
ronald haroutunian, bassoon, and Gil rose, conductor. the original version is scored for 
solo bassoon, string quartet, and piano, and the revised work is scored for solo bassoon, 
flute, percussion, piano, and strings.

beginning in its middle register, the bassoon outlines traditional tonal triads and seventh 
chords. but these don’t fit together as a traditional chord progression. rather, the notes 
in the first three solo bars combine into the complete twelve-note chromatic, creating 
an unstable and somewhat atonal atmosphere. building on this subtlety, along with the 
sound of the bassoon as it keeps reaching into its upper register, the entire concerto has 
a primordial feel to it that may remind the listener vaguely of the opening of stravinsky’s 
rite of spring.

[6]–[10] Chamber Concerto VI: Mr. Jefferson was composed in 2007 and premiered 
by the portland Chamber orchestra with peter sheppard skaerved, violin, and robert 
lehmann, conductor. the work was revised in 2008 and premiered by the boston modern 
orchestra project with Charles dimmick, violin, and Gil rose, conductor. the work is 
scored for solo violin and chamber orchestra.

this concerto is in five interconnected sections, each of which provides a commentary on 
one of the aspects of the personality and accomplishments of thomas Jefferson.
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I. “the Inventor.” musically, the work begins with a spareness of material unlike the other 
five concertos here. the solo violin begins with a very simple three-note idea, repeats it—
each time adding a bit more material—playing with it, developing it. much like an inventor 
at work in his shop.

II. “the Violin.” Jefferson was an accomplished violinist and highly knowledgeable about 
the music of his day in both europe and america. he lived from 1743 to 1826, dates which 
span the lives of bach, handel, haydn, mozart, and beethoven. this is the same span of 
time that saw the harpsichord gradually superseded by the forerunners of the modern 
piano. this section has extended passages using the harpsichord before the re-entry of 
the piano, taking us into…

III. “the Garden.” among the many things in this garden (Jefferson was also a horticultur-
ist), we find a reminder of the history of frame notation pointed out previously. but here, 
schwartz goes back to the classical-romantic preference for writing out arpeggios. they 
first appear in the second violin and viola and are taken up later by the soloist.

IV. “the letter” refers to correspondence with mariah Cosway, one of the great loves of 
Jefferson’s later life. here the harpsichord returns, this time as accompaniment to solo 
work by the flute.

V. “the portrait” is, in a way, a summary of the previous four aspects. the portrait referred 
to is Gilbert stuart’s portrait of Jefferson, which hangs in the bowdoin College museum of 
art. this final section begins with the same tentative “invention” material as found in the 
beginning, and reviews many other musical features including a return of the gently rock-
ing arpeggio figures. the solo violin ends the work in a flourish in the style of a romantic 
concerto. but the harpsichord—throughout this finale—is nowhere to be found. there is 
something bittersweet about this “loss” of the past, built into the overall form itself. as 
schwartz has noted:

the use of the harpsichord was important to me for two reasons. (1) It underlined 
the quoted references to 18th century music, which Jefferson knew very well. only 
mini-movements II and IV use those quoted references. and (2) my obsession with 
Jeffersonian “symmetry” led me to have movements II and IV act as mirrors of one 
another. (I believe they’re also the same duration!)

stephen Guy soderberg is the senior specialist for Contemporary music in the library of Congress.
© 2009 stephen Guy soderberg
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Elliott Schwartz is a native new yorker who has spent 
almost half a century in new england. he is retired from the 
faculty of bowdoin College, where he served for more than 
forty years. his many extended residencies and/or visiting 
professorships include ohio state university, the university of 
California (san diego and santa barbara), harvard university, 
university of oxford, and university of Cambridge, and he has 

appeared as guest composer in such cities as london, paris, strasbourg, weimar, mannheim, 
Copenhagen, amsterdam, warsaw, tokyo, and reykjavík. 

performances of his music include the Cincinnati symphony orchestra, the milwaukee 
symphony orchestra, the Columbus symphony orchestra, the Chicago symphony orchestra, 
the houston symphony, the minnesota orchestra, and the saint paul Chamber orchestra; the 
Cassatt, borromeo, utrecht, blair, and kreutzer string Quartets; lontano contemporary music 
ensemble (london, england); and distinguished new-music soloists bertram turetzky, stuart 
dempster, peter sheppard skaerved, Jacob Glick, allen blustine, phillip rehfeldt, libby Van 
Cleve, and blair mcmillen. honors and awards for his compositions include the Gaudeamus 
Foundation (the netherlands), the rockefeller Foundation (two bellagio residencies), and 
the national endowment for the arts. during 2006, schwartz’s 70th birthday was celebrated 
with concerts and guest lectures at the university of oxford, the royal academy of music 
in london, the university of minnesota, butler university, the american Composers alliance 
Festival in new york, and the library of Congress.

In addition to composing, schwartz has also written or edited a number of books on musi-
cal subjects. these include music: Ways of listening, the symphonies of ralph vaughan 
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Anthony D’Amico, double bass, has served as principal bass 
of the boston modern orchestra project since its inaugural 
concert in 1996. originally from long Island, new york, mr. 
d’amico is in demand as a freelance musician throughout 
the new england area. his playing has been hailed by the 
Boston Globe as “perfection itself.” along with his position 
with bmop, he is principal bass of the boston philharmonic 
orchestra and the opera boston orchestra. he is a member 
of the rhode Island philharmonic, the portland symphony 
orchestra, and the springfield symphony orchestra. In recent 

summers, he has served as principal bass of the new hampshire music Festival orches-
tra, and also participates in the sebago-long lake Chamber music Festival of maine. an 
avid champion of new music, he has performed in numerous premieres of symphonic and 
chamber music with bmop and other ensembles. a versatile artist, mr. d’amico’s career 
routinely encompasses myriad styles including symphonic orchestras, chamber music, jazz 
ensembles, and musical theater productions. he is a dedicated educator, and serves on the 
faculties of the new england Conservatory preparatory division, the walnut hill school, and 
project step. mr. d’amico is an alumnus of the hartt school of music and new england 
Conservatory.

Charles Dimmick, violin, enjoys a varied and distinguished career as concertmaster, solo-
ist, chamber musician, and teacher. praised by the Boston Globe for his “cool clarity of 
expression,” he has been concertmaster of the boston modern orchestra project since 
2006; elliott schwartz’s Chamber Concerto vI: mr. jefferson marks mr. dimmick’s debut 
performance and recording as soloist with the ensemble. In addition to his leadership role in 
bmop, mr. dimmick is Concertmaster of the portland symphony orchestra and assistant 
Concertmaster of the rhode Island philharmonic. sought after as an orchestral musician, 

Williams, electronic music: A listener’s Guide, music since 1945 (co-author with daniel 
Godfrey), and Contemporary Composers on Contemporary music (co-editor with barney 
Childs). over the course of his career, he served as president of the College music society, 
president of the society of Composers, Inc., vice-president of the american music Center, 
and board member of the american Composers alliance.

schwartz’s style is marked by a fondness for unsynchronized simultaneous layers of activity 
(in the spirit of Charles Ives), highly dramatic—even theatrical—gestures, and brilliant instru-
mental colors. his juxtaposition of tonal passages and angular, modernist ones, together 
with his penchant for quoting fragments of pre-existing music, has prompted one critic (tim 
page, the new York times) to cite his work as “beyond eclecticism.” In the words of another 
(david Cleary, new music Connoisseur), “what the 20th Century needs most is an analogue 
to brahms—someone who is able to gather up the widely scattered tendrils of this highly 
fractured 100 years and create a personal style from them…. elliott schwartz is making a 
most persuasive bid to be that brahms.”
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series at the pulitzer Foundation for the arts (st. louis) was 
touted as “the high point” of the evening by the st. louis 
Post-dispatch. ms. Ferrigno is a graduate of new england 
Conservatory, where she received bachelor and master of 
music degrees with distinction. her principal teachers were 
wha kyung byun and randall hodgkinson. as a long-time 
member of the auros Group for new music and founding 
member of the boston-based Calyx piano trio, ms. Ferrigno is 
committed to bringing classical music to new audiences and 
strives to commission and perform new works in a variety of 

settings. the new music Connoisseur has said of her, “pianist nina Ferrigno [brings] out the 
inherent horizontal logic...all the while imparting sonic beauty from end to end.” her chamber 
music recording of lansing mcloskey’s tinted was released by albany records in 2008.

Eliot Gattegno, saxophone, enjoys an international career as 
a soloist and chamber musician. hailed by fanfare as being a 
“hugely sensitive musician” and the Boston Globe as “hav-
ing superior chops backed up by assured musicianship,” mr. 
Gattegno is the winner of the tourjee alumni award of new 
england Conservatory and is the only saxophonist and one 
of the few americans to ever have won the “kranichsteiner 
musikpreis” of the Internationalen Ferienkurse für neue 
musik darmstadt. he has appeared as a soloist, recorded, and 
collaborated with leading orchestras and ensembles around 

the globe including klangforum wien and the boston modern orchestra project, working 
with conductors including James levine, michael tilson thomas, and kurt masur at festivals 
such as the tanglewood music Festival, yellow barn music Festival, shanghai music Festival, 

he also performs with the boston pops, boston lyric opera, 
opera boston, and Chamber orchestra of boston. he began 
his violin studies at age 5, and his professional life at 15 with 
the springfield symphony orchestra. at 19 he became the 
assistant Concertmaster of the dayton philharmonic. as a 
soloist, mr. dimmick has garnered praise, packed houses, 
and received standing ovations for what the Portland Press 
herald has called his “luxurious and stellar performances” 
and his “technical and artistic virtuosity.” recent con-
certo engagements have included performances with the 

portland symphony, bmop, north shore phil harmonic, and the portland Chamber orchestra. 
mr. dimmick is a member of the recently formed mt. auburn string Quartet and collabo-
rates with the sebago-long lake music Festival, monadnock Chamber music Festival, 
and Chameleon arts ensemble. Former assistant professor of Violin at the university of 
southern maine, he maintains a select private studio. his primary teachers include Joseph 
silverstein, peter oundjian, Victor romanul, and stacey woolley. mr. dimmick attended 
university of Cincinnati’s College-Conservatory of music and received additional training at 
the tanglewood music Festival and the Verbier Festival. he has performed under the direc-
tion of Gil rose, James levine, yuri temirkanov, zubin mehta, Claudio abbado, seiji ozawa, 
wolfgang sawallisch, larry rachleff, and robert moody. 

Nina Ferrigno, piano, has appeared in major concert venues throughout north america. 
described by the st. louis Post-dispatch as “a magnificent pianist,” she has performed 
with the st. louis symphony orchestra, the boston symphony orchestra, the boston pops, 
and the boston modern orchestra project, with whom she has been a core member since 
its inception. her festival appearances include those at the tanglewood music Festival, the 
banff Center, the norfolk Chamber music Festival, the skaneateles Festival, and the Coastal 
Carolina Chamber music Festival. an appearance on the Ideal (dis-) placements Concert 
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ten years, he was the first-call substitute for third clarinet and bass clarinet with the boston 
symphony orchestra under the baton of seiji ozawa, bernard haitink, and andré previn, 
among others. he has also received solo bows at boston’s symphony hall and Carnegie hall 
in new york. additionally, he has been a soloist with the angelica International Festival, the 
boston modern orchestra project, and boston Classical orchestra. his primary orchestral 
affiliations are with opera boston and bmop. 

Ronald Haroutunian, bassoon, is an active performing artist 
in the new england area. he has been principal bassoonist 
with the boston modern orchestra project since its founding 
in 1996. mr. haroutunian started his formal musical training at 
new england Conservatory studying with matthew ruggiero, 
and later studied with sherman walt at boston university. In 
addition to performing with bmop, mr. haroutunian is prin-
cipal bassoon with the rhode Island philharmonic orchestra, 
the boston pops esplanade orchestra, and substitute player 
for the boston symphony orchestra and the boston pops, 

having served as second bassoon with the bso in the 1999-2000 season. his other ensem-
ble performances include boston ballet, boston lyric opera, boston Classical orchestra, and 
pro arte Chamber orchestra. mr. haroutunian has toured with bmop in new york City, with 
the boston symphony on their 1998 european tour, with the boston esplanade orchestra 
to Japan with conductors John williams and keith lockhart, and also numerous tours in the 
united states with the boston pops. mr. haroutunian has been a soloist with bmop, the 
boston pops, hartford symphony orchestra, boston Classical orchestra, new hampshire 
symphony orchestra, and pro arte Chamber orchestra. he currently teaches bassoon at the 
university of Connecticut, massachusetts Institute of technology, boston university, tufts 
university, and also maintains a private studio.

prague music Festival, and spoleto Festival u.s.a. his recital appearances in new york 
include Carnegie hall’s weill recital hall, merkin Concert hall, miller theatre, as well as aichi 
arts Center Concert hall in nagoya, Japan, and zipper Concert hall in los angeles on the 
monday evening Concerts. 

a leading force in contemporary music, mr. Gattegno has premiered and commissioned over 
300 compositions and has given american premieres of works by luciano berio, pascal 
dusapin, and morton Feldman. he has also founded several ensembles dedicated to the 
promotion and creation of new works including second Instrumental unit with david Fulmer 
and the kenners with eric wubbels. In addition to his performing career, he is a former artist-
in-residence at harvard university, has presented guest lectures at Columbia university, 
princeton university, and stanford university, and is the executive director of world-wide 
Concurrent premiers and Commissioning Fund, Inc.—an organization dedicated to commis-
sioning emerging and pulitzer prize-winning composers alike. he has studied at Interlochen 
arts academy, new england Conservatory, and the university of California, san diego. mr. 
Gattegno can be heard on albany records, bmop/sound, Cantaloupe, Innova, mode records, 
and spektral records, among others. 

Gary Gorczyca, clarinet, began his musical career on the 
heels of an education from new england Conservatory, 
boston university, and Indiana university of pennsylvania. 
shortly after, he received fellowships to attend the norfolk 
Chamber and Contemporary music Festival as well as the 
tanglewood music Center, where he was awarded a Jackson 
prize for outstanding musical achievement. a founding mem-
ber of the Chameleon arts ensemble, mr. Gorczyca’s chamber 
music experience also includes the rockport Chamber music 
Festival and the Fromm players at harvard university. For 
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mr. haroutunian coaches chamber music with the boston youth symphony orchestra, and 
has extensive chamber music experience working with the new england wind Quintet, new 
england reed trio, monadnock music, and alea III, to name a few. he has been actively com-
mitted to performing new music since 1974, and has been involved with numerous premieres 
and commissions. In addition to recordings with bmop/sound, mr. haroutunian has recorded 
on other labels such as deutsche Grammophon, philips records, northeastern records, and 
albany records. 

Gil rose is recognized as an important conductor helping to 
shape the future of classical music. Critics all over the world 
have praised his dynamic performances and many recordings. 
In 1996, he founded the boston modern orchestra project 
(bmop), the foremost professional orchestra dedicated 
exclusively to performing and recording music of the 20th 
and 21st Centuries. under his leadership, bmop’s unique 
programming and high performance standards have attracted 
critical acclaim and earned the orchestra eleven asCap 
awards for adventurous programming as well as the John s. 
edwards award for strongest Commitment to new american 

music. In 2007 mr. rose was awarded Columbia university’s prestigious ditson award as well 
as an asCap Concert music award for his exemplary commitment to new american music. 
since 2003 mr. rose has also served as music director of opera boston, a dynamic opera 
company in residence at the historic Cutler majestic theatre. during his tenure, opera boston 
has experienced exponential growth and is now acknowledged as one of the most impor-
tant and innovative companies in america. he has curated the Fromm concerts at harvard 
university and served as the artistic director of the ditson Festival of Contemporary music at 
boston’s Institute of Contemporary art. 

as a guest conductor, mr. rose made his tanglewood debut in 2002 and in 2003 he 
debuted with the netherlands radio symphony as part of the holland Festival. he has led 
the american Composers orchestra, the warsaw philharmonic, the national symphony 
orchestra of the ukraine, the Cleveland Chamber symphony, the orchestra della svizzera 
Italiana and the national orchestra of porto as well as several appearances with the boston 
symphony Chamber players.
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since 2003, he has served as the artistic director of opera unlimited, a contemporary opera 
festival, and has led the world premiere of elena ruehr’s toussaint Before the spirits, the 
new england premiere of thomas adès’ Powder her face, as well as the revival of John 
harbison’s full moon in march with “skilled and committed direction” according to the 
Boston Globe. In 2006 opera unlimited presented the north american premiere of peter 
eötvös’ Angels in America to critical acclaim. 

also recognized for interpreting standard operatic repertoire from mozart to bernstein, 
mr. rose’s production of Verdi’s luisa miller was hailed as an important operatic event. 
the Boston Globe recognized it as “the best Verdi production presented in boston in the last 
15 years.” the Boston Phoenix has described mr. rose as “a mozart conductor of energy and 
refinement.” mr. rose’s recording of samuel barber’s vanessa for naxos has been hailed 
as an important achievement by the international press. In the 2007–08 season he led the 
boston premier of osvaldo Golijov’s opera Ainadamar with dawn upshaw. In the 2009–10 
season he will lead new productions of rossini’s tancredi with eva podles, the premier of 
zhou long’s new opera madame White snake, and offenbach’s la Grande-duchesse de 
Gérolstein starring stephanie blyth.

Gil rose’s extensive discography includes world premiere recordings of music by louis 
andriessen, derek bermel, John Cage, robert erickson, lukas Foss, Charles Fussell, michael 
Gandolfi, John harbison, lee hyla, david lang, tod machover, steven mackey, steven paulus, 
david rakowski, bernard rands, George rochberg, elena ruehr, Gunther schuller, reza Vali, 
and evan ziporyn on such labels as albany, arsis, Cantaloupe, Chandos, eCm, Innova, naxos, 
new world, and bmop/sound, the Grammy-nominated label for which he serves as executive 
producer. his recordings have appeared on the year-end “best of” lists of the new York 
times, time out new York, the Boston Globe, Chicago tribune, American record Guide, nPr, 
and downbeat magazine.

the boston modern orchestra Project (bmop) is widely recognized as the leading 
orchestra in the united states dedicated exclusively to performing new music, and its signa-
ture record label, bmop/sound, is the nation’s foremost label launched by an orchestra and 
solely devoted to new music recordings.

Founded in 1996 by artistic director Gil rose, bmop’s mission is to illuminate the connec-
tions that exist naturally between contemporary music and contemporary society by reuniting 
composers and audiences in a shared concert experience. In its first twelve seasons, bmop 
established a track record that includes more than 80 performances, over 70 world premieres 
(including 30 commissioned works), two opera unlimited festivals with opera boston, the 
inaugural ditson Festival of Contemporary music with the ICa/boston, and 28 commercial 
recordings, including 12 Cd’s from bmop/sound.

In march 2008, bmop launched its signature record label, bmop/sound, with John 
harbison’s ballet Ulysses. Its composer-centric releases focus on orchestral works that are 
otherwise unavailable in recorded form. the response to the label was immediate and celebra-
tory; its five inaugural releases appeared on the “best of 2008” lists of the new York times, 
the Boston Globe, national public radio, downbeat, and American record Guide, among oth-
ers, and its recording of Charles Fussell’s Wilde symphony for baritone and orchestra received 
a 2009 Grammy award nomination (best Classical Vocal performance). the new York times 
proclaimed, “bmop/sound is an example of everything done right. distinctively packaged and 
smartly annotated, these eminently desirable discs augur a catalog likely to be as precious 
as that of another orchestra run initiative, the louisville orchestra’s pioneering First edition 
series.” additional bmop recordings are available from albany, arsis, Chandos, eCm, Innova, 
naxos, new world, and oxingale.

In boston, bmop performs at boston’s Jordan hall and symphony hall, and the orchestra 
has also performed in new york at miller theater, the winter Garden, weill recital hall at 
Carnegie hall, and the lyceum in brooklyn. a perennial winner of the asCap award for 
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adventurous programming of orchestral music and 2006 winner of the John s. edwards 
award for strongest Commitment to new american music, bmop has appeared at the 
Celebrity series (boston, ma), tanglewood, the boston Cyberarts Festival, the Festival of 
new american music (sacramento, Ca), and music on the edge (pittsburgh, pa). In april 
2008, bmop headlined the 10th annual mata Festival in new york.

bmop’s greatest strength is the artistic distinction of its musicians and performances. each 
season, Gil rose, recipient of Columbia university’s prestigious ditson Conductor’s award 
as well as an asCap Concert music award for his extraordinary contribution to new music, 
gathers together an outstanding orchestra of dynamic and talented young performers, and 
presents some of the world’s top vocal and instrumental soloists. the Boston Globe claims, 
“Gil rose is some kind of genius; his concerts are wildly entertaining, intellectually rigorous, 
and meaningful.” of bmop performances, the new York times says: “mr. rose and his team 
filled the music with rich, decisive ensemble colors and magnificent solos. these musicians 
were rapturous—superb instrumentalists at work and play.”
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Elliott Schwartz
Chamber Concertos I–VI

producer Gil rose
recording and editing Joel Gordon and david Corcoran

Chamber Concerto I and Chamber Concerto III: published by keiser Classical (bmI). all rights reserved. 
used by permission. 
Chamber Concerto II and Chamber Concerto Iv: published by associated music publishers, Inc. (bmI). 
all rights reserved. used by permission. 
Chamber Concerto v and Chamber Concerto vI: published by the american Composers edition (bmI). 
all rights reserved. used by permission.

Chamber Concertos I and II were recorded on september 18, 2006 in Jordan hall at new england 
Conservatory (boston, ma). Chamber Concerto III was recorded on november 3, 2007 at Jordan hall.
Chamber Concerto Iv was recorded on January 26, 2005 at Jordan hall. Chamber Concerto v was 
recorded on september 9, 2008 at Jordan hall. Chamber Concerto vI was recorded on november 17, 
2008 at mechanics hall (worcester, ma). 

this recording was made possible in part by Gisela and david Gamper, william t. knowles, louis 
and linda schwartz, katharine watson, thomas kosmo, david becker, the Charles stewart mott 
Foundation and willard hertz, the o.p. and w.e. edwards Fund, and the national endowment for 
the arts, and with the cooperation of the boston musicians’ association. 

the composer offers special thanks to his long-suffering wife deedee; his children nina, Jonathan, Jonas, 
and liz; grandchildren nate, sophie, and mason; and four decades’ worth of remarkable bowdoin students.
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